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“Due to COVID-19, the entire world is now transitioning into the new normal and that includes Kenyon.” - Kathy Ricker

A Word from Team Member Management
Dear Team Members,
I sincerely hope this newsletter finds you in good health.
The new normal: that seems to be the new buzz phrase now
circulating around the world. The term is not new to Kenyon,
however. Kenyon has been helping individuals transition post
crisis to their new normal for decades. We have seen what the
new normal brings in just about every kind of crisis that can affect
mankind. Due to COVID-19, the entire world is now transitioning
into the new normal and that includes Kenyon.
During the height of the pandemic, we supported our Clients and
guided them to adapt, predict and overcome the difficulties of
this crisis. We helped them operate under newly formed public
health standards. We developed innovative plans for setting up
virtual family assistance centres and virtual learning platforms.
Our call centres were adapted and tested and remain fully
operational. We supported three mortuary affairs operations,
utilising the utmost of safety precautions under WHO and US
CDC guidelines.
Kenyon worked hard and fast to meet the unprecedented
demands of this pandemic. We are still transitioning. Our
commercial and operations teams are developing new and
innovative policies and procedures under the new normal
to better meet the needs of our Clients as they change their
operations.
The immense challenges the world faced at the onset of spread
have been met. It appears the curve is flattening and the spread
is slowing. Hospitals are better equipped and saving lives more
than losing them. Medical supplies are being replenished at
astonishing rates and distributed globally. The shortages of
personal protection equipment have decreased.
It is a huge personal relief that Team Members from around the
globe all reported they were in good health and adhering to the
same precautions to reduce the spread and minimise risk. The
social and economic impacts affected all of mankind equally. We
all share the same experience.

The world is slowly starting to re-open. Airlines will start to fly,
borders will open, sporting events will start up, crowds will start
to gather.
Along with the joys of the world reawakening, mistakes can and
will happen. It is not time to let down your guard. Until a vaccine
is produced, diligence and precautions should be practiced. We
must do what is best for ourselves and our families and stay
aware of the unknowns that still exist.
We also know that the situation is still very difficult, even scary,
for some of our Team Members. Know that we will get through
this and that we are thinking of you during these challenging
times.
Kenyon is prepared and continues the transition into our new
normal. We stand with our Clients and rely on our astonishing
Team Members to meet the future demands for compassionate
crisis management. We have embraced and accepted our new
normal.
Stay safe!
Warmest Regards,

Kathy Ricker

Kathy Ricker
Team Member Manager

The New Normal:

How we transition from the “Safer at Home” policies to
restarting businesses, schools, and, for many, life in general.
By: Robert A. Jensen, Kenyon Chairman

Good crisis management and response focuses on both
responding to the crisis (managing the consequences) and
on planning the recovery (transitioning to the new normal).
For many, the response to COVID-19 seems to be reactive
and a little late. After several weeks of restrictions and safer
at home polices people are getting restless and want to know
what is next. That is a hard question, but like many things in
crisis management we can look to the past for lessons and
predictable next steps.
In 1999, The World Health Organisation, developed what
they called the Pandemic Phases. They were updated in 2005.
Health Departments and Ministries around the world also
adopted these phases. The chart below highlights the phases
from the H1N1 in 2009.

Chart - https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/phase/en/

On the WHO scale, it is safe to say most countries are in Phase 5
or moving from Phase 5 to 6. Post Peak phase is next. The WHO
defines that as “pandemic disease levels in most countries with
adequate surveillance will have dropped below peak observed
levels. The post-peak period signifies that pandemic activity
appears to be decreasing; however, it is uncertain if additional
waves will occur and countries will need to be prepared for a
second wave.”[i]
This means that planners, at all levels- private and government,
need to be thinking about and organising for how we transition
from the safer at home policies most have adopted to the
restarting of businesses, schools, and for many, life in general.
Here, the WHO does not really provide any information, and in
fairness it is not their remit to.
However, Dr. Gerald Parker[ii] has spent 36 years in biodefense,
including Command of the US Army Medical Research Institute
of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID). USAMRIID along with the
CDC are considered a gold standard for dealing with infectious
diseases. Dr. Parker has further defined the stages which are
far more helpful to planners. His thoughts recently appeared in
a Houston Chronicle article. [iii]
Stage 1 is containment. For most countries this started when
they declared Public Health Emergencies. Containment failed
in that the virus spread throughout communities, regions and
countries.

Stage 2 is mitigation. What I call “managing the consequences”
of the virus. Here there is a lot. First, it is slowing the spread of
the virus down. Secondly, it is caring for the sick and managing
the deceased. Concurrent to that it is also addressing the
economic impact – stimulus packages, salary protection. Many
countries are currently in this stage.
Stage 3 is containment or re-containment. In that communities
have gotten the virus under control, not eradicated, but
individual cases are quickly isolated, and wider community
spread avoided.
This stage is where some cities and even some countries are
now. Consequently, many are calling for things to go back to
normal or for the lifting of restrictions. First, things will never
be the same “normal” again. There will be a new “normal,”
one we will adjust to and one that we should transition to.
This can be a very dangerous time in that it may offer a false
sense of security to people and governments. Move too
slowly and economies are further damaged, some for years.
Move too quickly - lift all restrictions, and people will ignore
warnings, guidelines and push boundaries. Potentially we are
right back at the beginning with widespread transmission of
the virus. Except this time our medical personnel and supplies
are exhausted, and the death count likely higher.
Now is the best opportunity for governments and businesses
to plan and discuss a sensible transition. Set expectations and
tell people what to expect. As part of this process, certain
criteria should be met at the very beginning. These criteria and
how they will be accomplished should be explained, along with
expectations on how they will be completed. Some will begin
before others and that is okay given restrictions on movement
from home areas.
1.

Wide scale, fast, reliable testing process is needed so new
or re-emerging cases can be more quickly identified and
isolated. Accessible testing will also help with understanding
immunity and re-establishing accurate numbers.

2.

Recovery of public health services to sustainable levels. This
means open hospital beds, available critical care units, and
needed staff reporting to work, with appropriate time off.
This also includes re-supply of equipment, consumables
like personal protective equipment and pharmaceuticals.

3.

Consistent delivery / sourcing of cleaning, sanitising and
personal care supplies for businesses and public. These
supplies are still extremely limited.

Once those criteria are met then a reduction in restrictions
and a much wider scale transition should be begin. Given the
current trends I would expect this process, if it starts now,
to take through July or August 2020 to complete. I expect
governments will approach this with:
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The New Normal (cont.)

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Plans for increased cleaning of public open spaces,
focus on reducing any community spread.
Phased openings of retail non-essential businesses.
Such as hobby or general retail stores.
Phased openings, perhaps using a lottery system for
gyms, restaurants, bars, entertainment venues, and
museums or amusement parks, all places or activities
that are hard to limit community spread. Business will
likely be required to certify:
a. Cleaning of the premises
b. Plans for increased cleaning
c. Limits on numbers of peopled.
d. Tracking and screening of staff to ensure sick
employees are quickly isolated
Phased openings of schools, with a mix of classroom
and distance learning, starting with the upper grades
first and progressing to the lower grades.
Allow elective medical care, routine and elective
treatments with increased requirements for PPE and
sanitation.

As those opening progress and without additional outbreaks, I
would then expect to see:
1.

2.
3.

Encouragement or openness of movement, from local
to regional to national travel. I also expect people will
generally “test the waters” in their own countries before
further travels. This will of course place a greater burden
on tourist destinations, who must be prepared.
Phased opening of borders and passenger air routes,
including international travel.
Modifying cruise line sailing prohibitions – starting with
smaller vessels first, and likely placing additional burdens
on cruise operators.

Finally, a key indicator will be the scheduling of travel
related events such as destination weddings, family holidays,
graduation ceremonies and trade conferences. Although I
would not expect that to occur until 2021.
A phased approach during this period (Stage 3) will also allow
the healthcare system time to develop better treatment of
those who contract COVID-19. Improvements are being made
and more learned about the virus daily. It will also be during this
stage that a vaccine is hopefully developed. Currently there are
70 vaccines under development, and three have progressed to
human / clinical trials. However, it will realistically take 12 to
18 months before an effective vaccine can be produced and
distributed in useful numbers.
There is a lot we don’t know. For example, can the same person
catch the virus twice? Both China and Korea have reported
these, but it is not known (because of testing process) if these
are new infections, or lingering infections. Nor we do know if a
truly large number of people have had the virus but showed no
symptoms. Improved testing and research may answer these
questions, but not quickly.
Because of this, it is possible for a resurgence of the COVID-19,
and frankly, given historical patterns of influenza viruses, a
likely resurgence of infections in the fall. As such, it is important
that the planning is open and transparent so that people will
give the system time to be better prepared and ready. Lack of

planning or transparency is incredibly unsettling. Eventually
people will get tired of the uncertainty or unknown. Then the
transition to our new normal will be disorganised at best and at
worse throw us right back into the WHO Phase 4 of sustained
human to human transmission.
After a vaccine, we reach Stage 5 (Dr. Parker) or Post Pandemic
Phase (WHO), which means preparing for the next pandemic.
Yes, there will be another one. COVID-19 is a large-scale
pandemic like those of 1918, 1957, 1968 and 2009. Each time
the response has been improved. However, the memory of
the more recent pandemics has been short lived, followed
by a rush to move on. This time, I expect a different response
from governments. Specifically, I expect that countries improve
development and the inclusion of PPE, key medical devices
and pharmaceutical products as important national defense
industries. In doing so there will be less reliance on foreign
production. The development, manufacture and supply will be
more nationally regulated, more items produced at home and
percentage of foreign ownership limited.
I also expect that in addition to consumer action (how
consumers spend money) there will be regulatory action by
government for the air / cruise industry. Changes such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Aircraft / ship passenger density
Increased interior surface cleaning & validation of cleaning
Pre-travel health checks / denied boarding
The ability to better track passengers after travel, including
seat assignments during travel

Additionally, for the cruise industry I expect that recent
regulations regarding operators’ requirement to provide shipbased quarantine and treatment will expand to include plans for
larger treatment areas, long term resupply of vessels without a
port and robust onboard testing and isolation process.
Crises can be individual in nature, collective or combined.
Individual ones are limited. Most people don’t personally know
someone who was directly affected. Collective crises are when
many know someone who is directly affected and those that
don’t are impacted in, they may be afraid, there is uncertainty
and change in habits and routines. They may not even have
geographical proximity to the crises. Combined crises are the
worst case. It is likely many people know someone is sick or
who has died, and across the globe it would be hard to find
someone who has not had to alter their routine or life because
of COVID-19. Humans are resistant, and we will survive. We
are, however, also anxious and want to be in control. Having an
understanding of what to expect and a plan goes a long way in
alleviating anxiety and gaining a sense of control.

Robert is the Chairman and Co-Owner of
Kenyon. With over 20 years’ experience
helping advise and successfully lead
companies and governments through
managing crises and their aftermath, his
understanding of the practical areas of
response and recovery, particularly the
humanitarian, communication and legal
challenges, is of immense benefit.
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Kenyon Heroes

Dedicated to all Team Members who devoted themselves to the support of the COVID-19 response.
Frontline workers faced the pandemic in the utmost difficult
conditions and unexpected realities. Many Kenyon Team
Members, their spouses, friends and coworkers are medical
personnel that worked tirelessly treating the sick. The world
views healthcare workers as heroes and rightfully so.
Behind the scenes, however, are another set of heroes; those
taking care of the deceased. The behind the line Kenyon heroes
worked tirelessly in overwhelming and difficult conditions,
managing the decedents. These amazing men and women left
the safety of their homes to support operations that had a risk
without remedy. Several Team Members mentioned that going
to New York City was like “going back to Ground Zero.” The
challenges they faced were as epic as those during 9/11.
Other Team Members reported they were supporting the
pandemic by distributing food, supplying educational material
to children out of school, making masks and protecting the
vulnerable.
The overall spirit of our amazing Team Members is their
personal yearning to want to “help” with COVID-19.
The Kenyon Heroes who participated in these historic
operations have earned our highest level of respect and
appreciation! Thank you for a job well done!

NYC ROSTER
Anthony Phillips
Arlett Carmona
Blanca Izaguirre-Lopez
Brandon Beissenherz
Burnell Hines
Chenithel Lewis
Christopher Moaney-Lawson
Climmy Christian
Cynthia Lewis-Collier
Dan Flynn
Danny Mariner
Daphne Alexander
David Sutcliffe
David Tomlinson
Derrick Hardaway
Donna Day
Duboris Lewis
Elliot Fuentes
Eustolio – Lio Cantu lira
Ferrule Rose
Hagen Schmitt
Harlow Pickett III

Hillary Parsons
James James
Jason Thomas
Joe Adserias-Garriga
John Prink IV
Jonathan McCullem
Keith Jean
Kevin Jean
Lindsay Sauln
Malina Reveal
Noemi Yap
Olubukola (Bukky) Feyisitan
Richard Roberts Jr.
Robert Cooper
Robert Gulla, Jr.
Ron Schmitz
Stacey Vallarta
Teresa ‘Lilly’ White
Terrance Watkins
Thomas Wood
Tynonn Kirk
Vincent Walls
Kenyon Heroes, continued on page 5
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Kenyon Heroes (cont.)

Kenyon Heroes, continued on page 6
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Kenyon Heroes (cont.)

ESSEX ROSTER
Alan Sanderson
Campbell Sheppard
Caroline Atkinson
Chris Ball
Christopher Nott
Clive Pearson
Craig Marshall
Daniel Coghlan
David McInnes

Grant Thomson
Jeremy Wilson
Ludovic Scott
Nicholas Lighton
Opal Weston
Robert Cooper
Robin Duffy
Trevor Bavin

SANDWELL ROSTER
Angela Doyle
Ben Jacobs
Dave Lester
Dave Fothergill
Deb Wilkes
Derek Forrest

John Wright
Kate Lantzos
Martin Guest
Martine Goodrich
Sean McOwen
Tracey Reeve

Is Your Team Member
Profile Up-to-Date?
Thank you to everyone who has taken the time to
update their profile! The Team Member portal is
really proving to be an effective way to manage
such a large database of incredible talent.
Please continue to keep your profile updated
and pay attention to the details. The piece of
information that is often overlooked is providing
your emergency contact. Providing us with an
emergency contact will help us take care of you in
case of emergency while deployed.

Have you followed us yet?
Join the conversation!

/Kenyoninternational

@Kenyonmembers
@Kenyon_tweets

The portal for existing Team Members can be
found here.
Please note the My Portal Login on the Kenyon homepage is
designated for Clients. Please do not attempt to log in to here.
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Operational Update

By: Ultan Kenny, Kenyon Senior Director, Operations
It has been a very busy period since I last wrote to you. I hope everyone is managing to keep safe and well.
I thought it would be interesting and useful to share insights into some of the projects Kenyon has been
working on. The full-time Kenyon team has been managing a myriad of activities and requests from
Clients. I have picked out four activations where Team Members have helped deliver projects which I
believe we should be very proud of.
Algerian Extraction
In March, as the COVID-19 pandemic was rapidly progressing
in Europe, an oil and gas Client contacted Kenyon for help in
extracting staff from their facility in El Merk, deep in the desert
of Eastern Algeria.
Plans to fly staff from El Merk to Hassi Massaoud (Algeria) and
then onto London Stansted, took a late hit when a sandstorm
closed the airport in El Merk. An anxious five-hour road journey
between El Merk to Hassi Massaoud followed, trying to depart
and clear Algerian airspace before the flight ban started at
midnight the following day.
Fortunately, a 97-seater Avro-RJ100 took off just in time
and landed safely in Stansted in the middle of the night. A
tired bunch of oil and gas workers disembarked and were
swiftly transported to a hotel at Gatwick airport where a
team, led by Kenyon Humanitarian Services Manager Otibho
Edeke-Agbareh, were there to welcome them. After food,
refreshments and testing, the group stayed overnight before
travelling onwards to their final destinations, ranging from the
UK, USA, Denmark, Belgium, France, Cote d’Ivoire, Thailand,
Romania and India.
Many thanks to the Team Members and full-time Kenyons
who assisted in the planning and execution of the operation,
across US/UK Offices, Stanstead Airport, CMC and the hotel
teams. And to Iwan, I still don’t know how you managed to get
a repatriation into India with an airspace ban! Simply brilliant.

Avro-RJ100 Arrives at Stansted

TMs at Hotel Reception Desk

New York City (NYC)
COVID-19 hit New York City with a vengeance, accompanied by
seemingly endless global media coverage of events. Kenyon was
contacted to help with the recovery of bodies from residences
in NYC. For approximately two months, Team Members worked
tirelessly with members of the National Guard and the Office
of the Chief Medical Examiner to help manage the surge in
excess deaths.
Keri Griffith, Base Support Director (BSD), led Kenyon’s
response from Houston, marshalling teams in four locations in
NYC, spanning Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn. A relentless
and difficult operation at times, with teams working on a 24/7
basis. Kenyon is very grateful to Team Members for all their
efforts in this deployment.
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Ultan Kenny
Senior Director, Ops

Sandwell
In the UK, COVID-19’s footprint fell heaviest initially in London
and the South East and the West Midlands. Kenyon facilitated
a project with a number of councils in the West Midlands to
join together to deliver a Temporary Mortuary solution at
Birmingham Airport.
The project, initiated by Kenyon Operations Manager Iwan
Witt and then led by BSD Victoria Hardwidge, was comprised
of a triage facility, refrigerated and freezer temporary storage
areas. It also provided supporting site facilities, including
catering units, offices, showers, stores and toilets.
A small Kenyon team continues to help manage the site while
mortuary operations are managed by the authorities.
The site has been visited by government ministers, health,
police and emergency services and has received accolades
from all as a role model site. Well done to all those involved.
Chelmer Valley, Essex
With its proximity to the London area, a number of authorities
grouped together and engaged in a project to support their
mortuary operations. Otibho Edeke-Agbarah led a small Kenyon
team, with a number of contractors, to deliver and operate a
temporary resting area as an overflow to the counties’ existing
facilities.
The site was ready in late April, but the impact of COVID-19
was less than expected in the region. The facility was put on
standby, with the Kenyon Mortuary Operations team, who
were trained and onsite, stood down, too. This week the
decision has been made to decommission, which should be
complete by mid-June.
Again, many official visits took place, drawing plaudits from all
the visitors. Great credit to the Kenyons who were a part of a
successful high-quality delivery.
These activations are somewhat different from Kenyon’s
normal incident-based activities. However, the outcomes in
each demonstrate what a capable and flexible team we have. I
am very grateful and heartened to see this, thank you.
As we look forward, we are starting to see a number of business
segments re-emerge, like aviation. We need to ready ourselves
for whatever the next challenges are.

Temporary Resting Area

Entry to Temporary Resting Area
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WELCOME
NEW TEAM MEMBERS

On behalf of everyone at Kenyon, “Welcome!”
Daphne Alexander		
Chris Ashford			
Caroline Atkinson		
Brandon Beissenherz		
Rene Bernard Bikok II		
Steven Brecknell		
Nicola Buckland			
Eustolio - Lio Cantu Lira		
Arlett Carmona			
Climmy Christian		
Victoria Colmenero		
Desirae Delgado		
Nadira Deloum			
Rachael Doyle			
Justin-Claude Dumont		
Christopher Fairchild		
Leslie Fitzpatrick		
Dan Flynn 			
Wilhelm Fouche		
Elliot Fuentes			
Michael Gicheru		
Derrick Hardaway		
Nicholas Hoad			
Richard Hutchings		
Richard Imes			
Blanca Izaguirre-Lopez		
Ben Jacobs			
Keith Jean			
Broderick Jones			
Steven Katz			
Kryschan Kindred		
Tynonn Kirk			
Melanie Knight			
Vincent Lake			
Andrew Langley			
Richard Lawrence 		
Chenithel Lewis			
Duboris Lewis			
Cynthia Lewis-Collier		
Leonie Louw			

US
UK
UK
US
France
UK
US
US
US
US
US
US
Cameroon
UK
Canada
UK
US
US
South Africa
US
Qatar
US
UK
UK
US
US
UK
US
US
US
US
US
Australia
US
UK
UK
US
US
US
South Africa

Contact:
Americas +1 (281) 872-6074
Europe +44 (0) 1344 316 650
Middle East and Africa +961 (0) 1 609 839

Carla Machado			
Cindy Mansour			
Jonathan McCullem		
Alexander McKay		
Viviane Mee			
Anthony Milano			
Christopher Moaney-Lawson
Marcus Mundy			
Walter O’Neal			
Hillary Parsons			
Anthony Phillips		
Charlotte Primeau		
Shannon Ralph			
Tracey Reeve			
Michael Richardson		
Richard Roberts Jr.		
Monte Robinson		
James Smith			
Sian Smith			
Allison Smith			
Mario Stone			
Katherine Tait			
David Tomlinson		
Anna Tomlinson			
Savannah Trehus		
Richy Trethewey		
Stacey Vallarta			
Matteo Vanella			
Gregory Walker			
Meike Wanjek			
Araceli Watkins			
Terrance Watkins		
Kurtis Wenzel			
Teresa ‘Lilly’ White		
Jacob Williams			
Jeremy Wilson			
Thomas Wood			
Charlotte Young			
Gene Ysidron			
Adrian Yule			

Brazil
Lebanon
US
UK
Switzerland
US
US
US
US
US
US
UK
UK
UK
UK
US
US
UK
UK
UK
US
UK
US
US
US
UK
US
US
US
UK
US
US
Canada
US
UK
UK
US
US
US
UK

Follow us for more
Kenyon updates:
www.Kenyoninternational.com

